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This work proposes to approach Global Chassis Control (GCC) by means of model inversion based
feedforward with allocation directly on the actuator commands. The available degrees of freedom
are used to execute the desired vehicle motion while minimizing the utilization of the tyre’s grip
potential. This is done by sampled constrained least-squares optimization of the linearized problem.
For compensation of model errors and external disturbances, high gain feedback is applied by means of
an Inverse Disturbance Observer. The presented method is applied on a comparison of eight vehicles
with different configuration of actuators for steer, drive, brake and load distribution. The approach
shows a transparent and effective way to deal with the complex issue of GCC in a unitized way. It
gives both a base for controller design and a structured way to compare different configurations. In
practice, the transparency supports automatic on-board reconfiguration in case of actuator hardware
failure.

1 Introduction

As the number of vehicle dynamics control (VDC) subsystems grows, inte-
gration of these gets more and more important. For the coordination of the
involved actuators, there is a variety of names and here it is referred to as
Global Chassis Control (GCC).

Various approaches for GCC have already been developed and it is seen that
a main issue is the huge amount of combinations of possibilities to affect the
vehicle’s motion, depending on the vehicle’s actuator configuration. Some work
is based on various approaches considering properties of a given combination
of actuators [1-3].For these approaches, controllers have to be designed and
calibrated for each single configuration evaluated. As a result, the assessment
is limited to a few combinations, often as an extension to existing VDC systems
like ESP, with a limited number of additional actuators.

Other GCC concepts start from scratch while exploiting the full synergetic
potential of the actuators being available. One example in [4] where each
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Figure 1. Global Chassis Control (GCC) based on Inverse Disturbance Observer (IDOB) for
feedback and model inversion feedforward.

wheel is assumed to be individually steered and driven. This requires allocation
of tyre forces within their friction limits and optimization is used for this.
A generic force allocation method is presented in [5, 6] where actuators are
abstracted to their effect on the tyres’ potential to generate force, giving an
optimization problem with nonlinear constraints that adapts to the current
vehicle configuration.

The approach introduced here is based on model inversion based feedforward
control with allocation directly on the actuator commands by optimization,
combined with high gain feedback.

2 Global Chassis Control Structure

Within this work, the aim is to provide both a qualified GCC structure and
an effective design methodology that are generic in the sense that they are
invariant for different actuator configurations and even for diverse types of
vehicles (e.g. with different number of wheels n). Figure 1 shows the suggested
GCC structure based on Inverse Disturbance Observer (IDOB) design [7, 8]. It
consists of a feedforward part, which is an approximate inverse of the vehicle,
and a so-called Q-loop that provides high gain feedback. This control structure
has been shown to be efficient for generic nonlinear MIMO tracking tasks [8].

In the feedforward part, the driver input is used by Reference Dynamics to
calculate a reference motion, yref , that together with the feedback determines
the motion for the Optimized Inverse Model. As indicated in Figure 1, the
inverse model consists of two steps; Inverse Body Dynamics and Allocation.
For given vehicle mass and inertia, the vector F tot of total torques and forces to
be generated by the chassis depends on yinv in a unique way and is computed
by an inverted lean model. Measured or observed vehicle states, xveh, can be
used to directly set states of this inverse model instead of internal integration.
This corresponds to the technique of dynamic inversion which is established
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e.g. in nonlinear control of aircraft [9].
However, the task of realizing F tot by appropriate actuator commands may

have manifold solutions [4]. The choice of a specific solution is here referred
to as control allocation where the number of degrees of freedom depends on
the effective vehicle actuation configuration. Furthermore, the number is po-
tentially decreased in the situation where tyres and/or actuators are at their
limit. Optimization is used to exploit the present degrees of freedom which are
represented by available actuator commands and is described in more detail
in Section 3.

In general, GCC may cover intentional effects on roll, pitch and bounce
dynamics and it is also possible to add actuators for e.g. improved down force
(by means of aerodynamic control surfaces) and camber control. For the sake
of clarity, the presentation is here limited to cover more common actuators
and their effects on the horizontal motion. For a vehicle with n wheels, u is
defined as

u = [τ1, δ1, fz1, τ2, δ2, fz2, ..., τn, δn, fzn]T , (1)

corresponding to Table 1, where δi denotes steering angles, τi drive/brake
torques and fzi tyre loads. For certain configurations (e.g. conventional front
steering), some driver inputs d may directly act on the vehicle.

Table 1. A subset of conceivable actuator configurations for a four wheeled car. Note that for a general

case, there is neither need to limit the setup for four-wheeled vehicles nor for these actuators. Indices refer

to wheels (1: front left, 2: front right, 3: rear left, 4: rear right).

configuration actuators description
A: δ1 = δ2 Active front axle steering
B: δ1 = δ2, δ3 = δ4 Active front and rear axle steering
C: δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4 Individual wheel steering
1:

∑
τi Vehicle speed

2a: τ1 < 0, τ2 < 0, τ3, τ4 Individual brake and rear wheel drive
2b: τ1, τ2, τ3 < 0, τ4 < 0 Individual brake and front wheel drive
3: τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4 Individual drive and brake
I: f(fz1, fz2, fz3, fz4) = 0 Variable tyre load distribution
0: − No actuator/control

In this work, instead of the more commonly used motion coordinates resolved
in the vehicle frame, the desired motion is given by a trajectory referring to the
vehicle’s center of gravity together with a given speed profile [5]. This yields a
reference acceleration in the direction of travel along,ref and a reference lateral
acceleration alat,ref = ρv2 where ρ is the actual trajectory curvature and v is
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the actual speed. The horizontal motion becomes unique when also the side
slip angle is given and the vector yref is thus completed by the side slip angle,
giving yref = [along, alat, β]Tref .

A transfer function matrix Q = diag(Qalong
, Qalat

, Qβ) is used in a subor-
dinate loop yielding high gain for the feedback control, where Qj are unity
gain low pass filters. This results in yveh tracking yref . The bandwidth of the
Qj-filters are the main tuning parameters for performance and stability of the
feedback control [8].

3 Allocation

Depending on configuration, the desired motion can be fulfilled to a different
extent. Further criteria for allocation of horizontal tyre forces via actuator com-
mands may be incorporated, resulting in an optimization problem of multiple
criteria. In the sequel, the optimization algorithm is assumed to be executed
at a fixed sample interval ∆t.

The main task is to achieve the desired total torques and forces acting on
the chassis, yielding a linear problem

Bf(u, p) = F tot =




Mz

Fx

Fy


 (2)

where the matrix B depends on the wheel locations, f(u, p) is the vector of
horizontal forces at each wheel, depending on the actuator commands u and
the parameter vector p. For simplicity, p is omitted in the sequel notation.

Equation 2 only requires the motion to be fulfilled, which for many con-
figurations yields an under-determined problem that therefore has manifold
solutions as mentioned earlier. Additional criteria are added to benefit from
these degrees of freedom as explained below, giving in most cases an over-
determined problem is yielded which can be solved for u in the least-squares
sense.

To avoid manifold solutions, an additional vector valued criterion is em-
ployed to keep the utilization of the tyre grip potential at every wheel low
(similar to [4]) and preferably equal, giving

min
u
|η′|2 with η′(u) = η(u)− ζηmin · 1. (3)

At the wheel i, the degree of utilization of the tyre grip potential is denoted
ηi with 0 ≤ ηi ≤ 1, η = [η1, η2, . . . , ηn]T and 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T. The lowest
ηi preceding the actual optimization sample is denoted ηmin. It is used as a
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reference value for the actual optimization sample together with a heuristi-
cally adjustable decay parameter ζ with 0 ≤ ζ < 1. The latter directs the
optimization towards lower η-values.

The main motivation for the auxiliary criterion is primarily to keep the
safety margin high. Additional benefits are lower fuel consumption and lower
tyre wear.

Equations (2,3) are similar to control allocation problems for flight control,
but while aircrafts normally have to deal with componentwise rudder deflec-
tions, vehicles equipped with tyres instead have nonlinear, coupled forces. In [5]
this is dealt with by assigning nonlinear constraints on f(u) and then apply-
ing inverse tyre models to find u. Other optimization-based approaches try to
solve the nonlinear optimization problem for simple cases where it is shown to
be convex [4]. Here, it is assumed that abrupt changes of actuator positions
are unwanted. Thus, the optimization problem can be linearized while putting
adequate constraints on actuator rates, yielding smooth actuator commands
which evolve along an (at least locally) optimal solution. This approach has
already been successfully applied to real time control of industrial robots [10].

Thus, u is directly allocated by a linearization of equations (2,3) about the
current operating point u∗, giving

[
f(u)
η′(u)

]
≈

[
f(u∗)
η(u∗)

]
+

∂

∂u

[
f(u)
η(u)

]

u=u∗
ũ

using ũ = u − u∗. The complete allocation problem covering all criteria and
constraints is to find ũ = ũopt such that

min
ũ

(Aũ− b)T WTW (Aũ− b) (4)

with a suitable diagonal weighting matrix W and subject to the constraints

Cũ− d = 0 (5)

Gũ− h ≥ 0. (6)

Here,

A =
[
B 0
0 I

]
∂

∂u

[
f(u)
η(u)

]

u=u∗
, and b =

[
F tot

ζηmin · 1n×1

]
−

[
B 0
0 I

] [
f(u∗)
η(u∗)

]
.

Additional criteria like e.g. comfort relevant issues could be included in the
same manner by adding rows in A, b, and W.
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Equation 5 with d = 0 opens up for convenient adaptation to the actual ve-
hicle configuration, exemplified here by a front rack steering mechanism used
in configurations A and B in Table 1. The representing constraint couples the
steering angles of the front right and rear wheel, described as frack(δ1, δ2) = 0.
This equation is linearized about the current operating point, contributing
with a row [0, ∂frack/∂δ1, 0, 0, ∂frack/∂δ2, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...] in C. Other constraints
are added correspondingly by supplying their relevant partial derivatives, giv-
ing a new row for each constraint. Additionally, for all configurations in the
planar case studied here, three constraints for tyre loads are present represent-
ing the force and torque balances for roll, pitch and bounce.

By means of equation 6 with G = [-I, I]T both actuator position and rate
limitations can be considered with

h = [−min(umax − u∗, ∆t · u̇max),max(umin − u∗, ∆t · u̇min)]T .

Here, ∆t is the sample interval of the optimizer and (u, u̇)min,max are present
actuator limits and actuator rate limits, respectively.

As seen above, the allocation requires that the Jacobian of f(u) and η(u)
can be calculated. To assure this, a rather simple tyre model based on Magic
Formula characteristics, non-linear load dependency and coupling between lat-
eral and longitudinal force is used. Tyre and wheel dynamics are excluded and
the contact forces are given as analytic functions of τi, δi and fzi, which makes
it possible to automatically generate the required partial derivatives.

4 Evaluation

The suggested GCC structure is implemented in Modelica [11] as accausual
differential-algebraic equations using Dymola [12]. This makes it possible to
do automatic inversion, which will be of even greater use in view of later
incorporation of more sophisticated inverse models.

As an illustration, a mid-sized four-wheeled passenger car is set up with
different actuator combinations to investigate their effect on the performance.
As shown in Table 1, actuators are sorted after type, in this case δ, τ and fz.
A pair is chosen from each group for the evaluation, (A,B), (1,3) and (0,I),
giving eight combinations from front axle steering and velocity control (A,1,0)
to front and rear axle steering, individual drive and brake and variable tyre
load distribution (B,3,I).

Note that for all configurations, the very same GCC structure and tuning
parameters are used, except for the necessary straight forward adaption of the
matrix C representing the configuration-immanent constraints. Note also that
a precise reference motion is given such that all configurations may directly
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be compared without considering any driver (human) related property.
For the given trajectory, the reference side slip angle βref is calculated by

a perfectly inverted single track model [7] whose parameters match both the
GCC controlled vehicle and the inverse model. To not give the rear axle steered
configurations extra advantage, the inverse single track model has only front
axle steering. All reference values in the simulation plots are taken from this
reference model.

The selected maneouvre is cornering and braking on a µ-split surface. After
straight driving at 22m/s for 0.5s, the vehicle enters a curve to the left with
radius R = 80m, giving alat ≈ 6m/s2, and at t = 5s, braking with along =-
5m/s2 is applied while continuing the cornering. While the single track model
uses µ = 1, the µ-values of the vehicle and the inverse model used are set
µ1,3 = 1.3 for the inner wheels and µ2,4 = 0.8 for the outer wheels.

The performance of the different configurations are shown in Figure 2. Ve-
hicle motion and the utilisation η of tyre grip potential are displayed where η
is represented by ηmean = |η|2 and ηdiff = |η − ηmean1|2.

As expected, the biggest difference on the lateral velocity, vy, occurs between
vehicle configurations with and without rear axle steering, B and A configura-
tions respectively. The A configurations do not manage to keep the preferred
vy even during pure cornering (no braking) due to the split µ conditions, but
it can be seen that especially the variable tyre load distribution can improve
performance at this stage.

Although a small difference can be spotted for vy between the different
B configurations, the greatest difference is here instead tyre potential usage,
ηmean. While all A configurations reach a peak value of 0.7-0.73, (B,1,0) and
(B,1,I) peaks at about 0.82. Adding additional torque distribution reduces
ηmean to about 0.74 which is in parity with the A configurations.

Notable is also that all A configurations have a dip in ay and vy at t =
5s because of the additional yaw moment when the braking starts. The B
configurations avoid this by adding an extra steering angle at the rear wheels
while the A configurations need to have a higher slip angle than βref to be
able to generate enough side force at the rear axle.

Configuration (A,1,I) shows also a seemingly odd behaviour at t = 7s where
ηmean and ηdiff suddenly increases. This is in fact due to the circumstance
that the rear inner wheel just is about to lose contact with the ground which
limits the load distribution.

5 Concluding discussion

This work proposes a unique combination of powerful components from con-
trol theory for a modular and transparent synthesis of GCC which is directly
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Figure 2. Comparison of performance of some configurations specified in Table 1. Plotted variables
are from top left towards the right and bottom; longitudinal speed, lateral speed, yaw rate, lateral
acceleration, mean value of grip usage and mean value of grip usage variation. The windows show

magnifications of interesting regions.
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applicable to a great variety of vehicle actuation configurations. It gives both a
base for GCC design and a structured way to compare different configurations.
In practice, the transparency can also be exploited for automatic on-board re-
configuration in case of actuator hardware failures.

To handle the additional degrees of freedom for an inverted over-actuated ve-
hicle, linearization of the allocation problem is suggested. This is reasonable in
view of real world actuator position and rate limitations. Moreover, it provides
a feasible solution within a limited number of iterations and is thus applica-
tive for real time implementation. At each time step, a least squares optimal
solution in the reachable vicinity of the present actuator states is found. This
results in smooth actuator commands and avoids jumps between local optima
which otherwise may occur for non-convex nonlinear optimization problems.

However, it is important to recall that extending controllability makes it
possible to redesign components such as tyres which opens up for other ben-
efits. This method is thus suitable when choosing between existing concepts
that fit in the model description. For innovation, human imagination is still
needed.

6 Future work

The presented work serves as an illustration of a generic global chassis control
structure. Some examples of possible extentions from the results presented in
this work are presented below.

• This presented evaluation is based on control of the vehicle’s horizontal
motion. To improve comfort and performance on non-smooth roads, roll,
pitch and bounce motion could be included, improving also the dynamic
load transfer.

• Additionally, the number of possible actuators could be extended to include
camber control and aerodynamic features such as wings to improve down
force.

• In this work, f(u) and η(u) are derived by a simple model. This gives fairly
compact expressions of the partial derivatives which is believed to be suitable
for on-board control. By using tools with powerful symbolic manipulations,
Jacobians of more advanced tyre models could be directly formed which
would be suitable for concept comparison and validation of the on-board
models.

• For on-board use, the inversion is in need of parameters that might be
difficult to estimate, such as road adhesion. These will in practice also be
given with a certain delay and uncertainty, and thus the effect of this on the
performance must be investigated further.

• Limit handling needs to be further investigated. In the case of tyre force sat-
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uration anti-windup measures need to be taken, since IDOB control exhibits
integral action.
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